A reminder:

The College continues to take strong measures to control the mice population in HCA and throughout the campus. We continue to perform the routine preventative treatment in all dorms, check for and seal holes in the buildings through which mice can gain access, and respond immediately and individually to any reported incidences of mice in the dorms.

A critical piece of the comprehensive plan to help alleviate the mice problem in HCA, is student cooperation. Students living at HCA are responsible for taking all of their trash and recycling to one of the three exterior dumpster locations at HCA. Additionally, in order to minimize the sources of food that mice may be attracted to, students are asked to

- be conscientious and diligent in how you maintain your kitchen, apartment, apartment building, and basement so there are no sources of food for the mice to be attracted to.
- store all types of food in containers with tight lids made of thick plastic or metal
- clean up all food and drink spills up right away
- take your recycling and trash out to the dumpsters regularly
- clean up and remove all trash immediately after all gatherings
- never store food items in the basement

Please notify the Office of Summer Programs (hcasummerhousing@haverford.edu), immediately, about mice sightings and holes or spaces that need repair so mice cannot get in. It is important you do this quickly so we can respond in a helpful and effective manner.

Thank you for your full cooperation.

Sincerely,
HCA Summer Housing
Office of Summer Programs